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**Title word cross-reference**

LXB = 0 [129]. m [109]. \( L_2 \) [166]. \( R^*(\{1\}|\Omega_k) \) [222]. \( N < \nu_k(m) \) [222]. \( n < v \) [157]. \( P(Y < X) \) [142]. RS [48]. \( T - X \) [65].

- Memory [109]. - Optimal [119]. - Structure [166].

4 [293].


Acknowledgements

[100, 112, 120, 138, 152, 170, 180, 191, 200, 211, 228, 235, 247, 293, 262, 275].

1
Additive [306, 198, 184]. Adjusted [294, 121]. Adjusting [81].
Anthropometric [92]. Anti [292]. Anti-infective [292]. API [88].
Approaches [77]. Approximate [269, 104]. Approximation [98].
Assessment [236, 232]. Assessments [288]. Associated [84, 297]. Association [139, 5].
Autoregressive [263, 296]. Auxiliary [265, 206]. Average [77, 61].


7, 269, 283, 101, 140, 215, 129, 104, 41. **Modeling**
[239, 147, 109, 3, 153, 279, 268, 266, 124, 242, 2]. **Modelling** [69, 241, 85, 46]. **Models** [252, 182, 213, 162, 181, 237, 70, 202, 249, 256, 310, 274, 13, 78, 197, 125, 99, 73, 220, 38, 117, 288, 75, 304, 184, 137]. **Modified** [22, 248, 246, 118, 148]. **Modulated** [271]. **Moments** [239, 147, 109, 3, 153, 279, 268, 266, 124, 242, 2]. **Monitoring** [261]. **Monotone** [156]. **Monotonic** [303]. **Monte** [67]. **Monte Carlo** [67]. **Monthly** [259]. **Mortality** [303]. **Motion** [225, 32]. **MQCIA** [148]. **Multi** [68, 234, 4, 168]. **Multi-Dimensional** [68, 234]. **Multi-stages** [168]. **Multi-way** [4]. **Multilevel** [237, 69, 73]. **Multinomial** [23]. **Multiperiod** [56]. **Multiple** [27, 83, 308, 43, 31, 61]. **Multiple-Objective** [31]. **Multiply** [164]. **Multivariate** [44, 90, 276, 302, 220, 47, 133, 92, 108]. **Myeloma** [43].

N [214]. **N-Point** [214]. **Nadaraya** [134]. **National** [27, 161]. **Negative** [149, 132]. **Negatively** [210, 251]. **Negatives** [140]. **Neighbourhood** [98]. **Nelson** [277]. **Nephropathy** [11, 59]. ** Nested** [53]. **Network** [151]. **Networks** [123, 97, 88, 196]. **Neural** [88, 196]. **Newborns** [125]. **Nigeria** [297]. **No** [100, 112, 120, 138, 152, 170, 180, 191, 200, 211, 228, 235, 247, 293, 262, 275]. **Noisy** [302]. **Non** [300, 310, 296]. **Non-Identiﬁability** [296]. **Non-Sum** [310]. **Noncompliance** [81]. **Nonlinear** [182, 8, 116]. **Nonparallel** [143]. **Nonparametric** [9, 72, 87, 302, 104]. **Nonrandomized** [308]. **Nonstationary** [44]. **Normal** [164, 146, 299, 126, 63, 45]. **Normality** [116]. **Note** [54, 25, 166, 182, 60, 16]. **Novel** [167]. **Novick** [95]. **Nuisance** [20]. **Number** [174]. **Numbers** [210].


**Paired** [7]. **Panel** [204]. **Parameter** [10, 239, 252, 230, 249, 307, 173, 205, 142, 176]. **Parameters** [103, 233, 50, 62, 20, 63]. **Parametric** [287, 33, 11]. **Pareto** [226, 205, 14, 286]. **Partial** [268, 280]. **Partially** [171, 144, 184, 101]. **Particle** [252, 249]. **Parts** [66]. **passage** [253]. **Path** [268]. **Pathogenicity** [218]. **Pathwise** [105]. **Patients** [59, 31, 240, 304]. **Patrol** [257]. **Patterns** [5]. **Payable** [199]. **Peak** [115]. **Penalized** [64, 107]. **Inverse** [82]. **Monotonicity** [302]. **Positivity** [302]. **Pensions** [77]. **Performance** [303, 81]. **Period** [304]. **Periodic** [165]. **Perspective** [284]. **Perspectives**
Phase-type [46]. Phototherapy [125]. Physiologic [92]. Piecewise [225].
[214, 193, 233]. Points [83, 103, 189]. Poisson
[267, 102, 190, 139, 55, 175, 13, 85, 304, 201, 178]. Polynomially [121].
Poverty [34]. Power [259, 45, 61, 67]. Precise [127]. Predicting [240, 193].
Prediction [15, 47, 144]. Predictive [151, 232]. Preferential [97, 128].
Probabilistic [91, 41]. Probabilities [310]. Problem
[156, 219, 84, 174, 218, 225, 310, 80, 93, 79, 200, 211, 293, 100, 112, 120, 138,
152, 170, 180, 191, 228, 235, 247, 293, 262, 275]. Problem [245, 40].
Processes [253, 239, 166, 33, 238, 68]. Products [114]. Professional [12].
Profile [248]. Programming [118]. Programs [227, 276, 264]. Progression
[304]. Project [168, 137]. Properties
[179, 54, 141, 154, 190, 270, 207, 6, 185]. Proportional [4]. Proportionate
[115]. Proxy [115]. Psychological [219].

QCIA [148]. Qu [76]. Quadratic [24]. Quality [27]. Quantile
[64, 76, 87, 158, 144, 297]. Quantiles [187]. Quartile [230]. Quasi [44].
Questioning [308]. Queueing [86]. Quick [118, 148, 189, 148]. Quinn [30].

[98, 97, 128, 130, 110, 210, 251, 42, 202, 78, 16, 93, 79, 137, 272].
Randomized [81]. Range [12, 159]. Rank [269]. Ranking [265]. Rate
[194, 74, 77, 213, 83, 72, 142, 264]. Rates [17, 303]. Ratio
Reflecting [32]. Regions [47]. Regression [194, 157, 64, 260, 287, 139, 204,
285, 202, 175, 119, 87, 158, 1, 107, 47, 133, 38, 134, 71, 30, 184, 297, 280].
Regressions [76, 143]. Regularized [158]. Regulatory [94]. Reinsurer
Relative [150]. Reliability [212, 244, 217, 6, 145, 271]. Reliable [301].
Repeated [31]. Replacement [79]. Replicated [171, 144]. Research
[117]. Result [130]. Results [160]. Retail [88]. Return [77]. Returns [266].
Reversed [141]. Review [284]. Reviewer
[100, 112, 120, 138, 152, 170, 180, 191, 200, 211, 228, 235, 247, 293, 262, 275].
Swarm [139, 189]. Runs [171, 66],

Without [79]. Wold [263]. Wolfowitz [67]. Wood [114]. Wrapped [190, 201].

X [149]. XII [178, 149, 89, 181, 132].

Years [69].

Zero [102, 190, 175, 13, 117, 201]. Zero-inflated [190, 175, 13]. Zeros [140]. Zone [246]. Zurbenko [309].
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